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EDUCATION:

THE CRISIS AND A PLAN

Harold A. Blum
Chairman Aerospace/Mechanical Engineering Department
SMU Institute of Technology
Dallas, Texas
ABSTRACT,
The crisis in education is described here
in terms of quality, obsolescence, utili
zation of new technology, and economics.
A plan is discussed for a flexible system
of education which includes features such
as elimination of the scheduled lecture
as the center of educational operation,
individual rate of progress, non-punitive
grading system, year round operation.
Specifically, a model is discussed for an
undergraduate engineering curriculum.
The problems of implementation and some
possible ways to do this within five years
are also discussed.

not only contains elements of the solution
for the crisis but that it could be imple
mented in existing as well as new school
systems within a few years.
THE CRISIS;
Education offers us the means to achieve,
and in itself adds quality to life. There
are many problems in education that indi
cate an urgent need to examine our system.

INTRODUCTION

Quality

The fact that a crisis exists in education
can be illustrated by words and phrases
that are well known to you - busing, de
facto segregation, costs, student unrest,
continuing education, dropouts, technology
and education, public support of private
schools, research support, relevancy,
human obsolescence, government and univer
sity relations and others. A sampling of
the wide interest this subject commands is
illustrated in the appendix by a few ex
tracts from the press and journals.

At the college level we are aware of large
differences among schools which offer
degrees. We are also aware that many high
schools give diplomas which are in effect
certificates of attendance. In some de
prived areas, teachers are faced with 25%
absenteeism, inadequately prepared stu
dents , and regulations which prevent with
holding the stamp of approval. The class
room morale is so low in many places that
the willing student cannot escape the
penalties of peer holdup. Presentation of
diplomas and the premature promotion cheat
both the recipients (who really fool
nobody) and society.

In this paper the crisis is considered in
terms of four classes of problems: (1)
quality of education, (2) obsolescence,
(3) economics of education, and (M-) tech
nology and education. These basic compo
nents of the desperate situation in which
we find ourselves calls for a "new"
approach. One such approach which is the
"Plan" referred to in the title is a flexi
ble system of education that includes fea
tures such as individual rate of progress,
non-punitive grading system, all year
operation, elimination of the scheduled
lecture as the center of educational oper
ation, the human prod and others. While I
believe the strongest impact of the imple
mentation of such a system is at the gram
mar and high school levels, this report is
primarily concerned with the university
(or junior college) level.

Obsolescence
We know that a rapidly evolving society
coupled with overwhelming technological
possibilities does not always invoke
enthusiasm and excitement in a better
future. In simple terms we are person
ally afraid of exclusion for the new be
cause there is no place for us. This, in
turn, will make us reluctant to replace
old machines, systems, and ideas, which
means that we (all of us) cannot introduce
significant improvements because we are
not prepared to handle the social problem
of personal refurbishment. For example
let us suppose that we, here, invented a
system (men and equipment) which would
handle all our defense problems - but
required only ten billion dollars per year
to operate instead of one hundred billion.

The plan, whose component parts are not
new, really is a description of a system.
I hope to convince you -that this system
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The odds are s because we*have no plan for
the proper and humane way of working with
the many people who would be displaced,
that we would not accept the new system
or at best Incorporate It in parallel with
• the outmoded one.
The need for continuing education for up
dating and change are limited by various
aspects of our present system. First, the
present lecture centered system does imply
schedules which are not compatible with
work hours. Second> the distance between
the sources of information and receivers
may be too great. Third, the positive
incentives may not be strong enough. For
example while graduate students receive
encouragement in concrete form to continue
their studies• undergraduate workers usual
ly do not*
Basically the inflexibility of our educa
tion system Is one major obstacle to con
tinuing personal intellectual and skills
growth. There are many other obstacles
but this discussion Is limited to the edu-eation system*
New Technology
There are many new devices and systems
which can help us learn more affectively.
Computer-aided education, audio and video
devices and systems, better texts, films,
film strips, and others are examples of
new aids which are useful or could be in
the future. The most important develop
ments are those in which individuals or
small groups could learn at their own pace.
Many of these devices can be Introduced
and used as supplements to our present
class 5 lecture type approach. Others can
not be used conveniently this way,
In considering the techniques and objec
tives for education, I believe that the
system should be flexible enough to Incor
porate whatever worthwhile devices are
developed but not to build the system on
any particular device-. This would allow
introduction, rep 1 ac eiten t, mo di f i c at I on o f
new Ideas more readily than, with our pre
sent system.

"industry." I would highly recommend that
you read, "The Economics of the Major Pri
vate Universities" by William G. Bowen
(Carnegie Commission on Higher Education,
1968) because the elements of cost and in
come presented in this report give a stag
gering picture of resource requirements if
we continue on our present course. The
cost picture is probably not significantlv
different in the public domain of educa
tion.
While we may have been able to convince a
"slow to convince" power structure that
there is something sacrosanct about edu
cational needs and that one should not
apply the same yardsticks for spending
here that we apply to other segments of
society, the pressures to examine all
significant expenditures (including
defense) in society may find us (the coun
try) the victim of arbitrary and chaotic
cuts which hurt across the board not only
the professional educators (meaning us)
but ruin the system by which we Invest in
people thus resulting in large "educa
tional deficits,"
Certainly we will not be able to look at
projected enrollments and programs and
blithely apply multiplicative factors to
establish budgets. A strong resistance is
very properly in sight so that even the
relaxation of the financial pressure of war
will not enlarge our scope of operations
uncritically. We will have to defend our
expenditures in competition with other
worthwhile investments in people. Sooner
or later we must answer questions concernIng our operations such as
(1) How many graduate schools do we really
need to teach Anthropotherraal Engineering,
if any?
(2) How do we evaluate our product?
(3) Is our present organization the best
for our objectives and money?
C 1!-) Is the term cost effectivlness mean
ingful in education?
(5) Others What I am suggesting Is that we regard the
problems described above as a challenge
for which we can provide answers. The
technology is here. Our prod (or should I
say motivation) Is sharp. The time is now.

.Eco no mi as
There are some trends in cost increases in
education that are alarming. First, a
significant portion of gross national pro
duct (GNP) Is attributable to education
(S^ billion for formal education, 1967')*
Second f the average rate of increase in
education expenditures (about 7,5%) is
about twice the rate of growth of GNP,
Third, the productivity of most segments
of our economy has improved (output per
man hour labor Input) but this concept has
not appreciably been brought Into our

THE FLAM:
A General Description:
The system, which was proposed earlier (1)
attempted to do the following things:
(1) include Individual rate of progress
techniques, C2) Eliminate the lecture as a
center of teaching, (S) Use broader areas
for educational 'units than the three-hour
semester system. This latter Idea may
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surveying (basic), accounting procedures,
and others.

also provide the economic features that
will make the total system feasible. (M-)
Eliminate the punitive system of grading.
We should recognize as a principle that
our main concern with the student is.when
he succeeds rather than how often he trys
and fails. At any rate, the number of .'
failures should not be part of the perma
(5) Try to
nent record of any individual,
separate the educational problem from the
social problem of the student. This is a
"no nonsense" system because the prod of
required periodic examinations, if not
taken seriously, would result in temporary
withdrawal of the student until he is ready
to return. (6) There is no starting or
finishing time dictated by a calendar.
The facilities are operated 12 months a
year.

In some cases students might choose an
other set of areas which would not give '•"
them an engineering degree but may still
find themselves with a marketable back
ground. For example, suppose, one wanted
to avoid studying the hummanities. We
might believe this is important enough not
to grant a degree but some companies might
still hire the student in an engineering
capacity. The "intrinsic" value of a per
son to society might include the number of
area certificates obtained, the fields,
and the currentness.
We could decide that in order to obtain a
first degree in a field (e.g. electrical
engineering) that the student would be
required to option an elective in electri
cal engineering (See Table I, Area 9 and
choose another 10 to 15 hour area in
electrical engineering to receive a degree
in that field. The first degree would be
a B.S, in Engineering (126 of our old
semester hours).

We would hope that our products would be
people who are self learners.
A Model For Our Consideration
Suppose we examine how such a system
might be applied to an engineering
school. This description is certainly
not complete but does consider (1)
Organization (2) The Areas of Study (3)
Basic Engineering, A Specific Area (4)
Some Ideas on Cost (5) Other Items.

The student could decide, with the aid of
an advisor, whether he worked more effec
tively in one, two, or four areas simul
taneously.
Regulations would indicate how much time
each year is allowed for vacation. The
student, in this system, simply signs out
for the appropriate period when he finds
it desirable.

I hope that you will consider this more
from the viewpoint of how one should or
should not present a model than to become
concerned about specific aspects of this
For
model about which you disagree.
example the concept of a department may be
radically different than the one we now
have. We might have a better suggestion
for organization than the one presented
below. There may be many alternate ways
of developing a flexible system of educa
tion. I am advocating that the non-lecture
centered aspects of the system is one of
the most important major changes to pro
duce the desired flexibility.

The system would operate within each area
as follows: A student would be handed a
booklet which would contain a list of the
items which he would be expected to under
stand and discuss at the end of the com
pletion of a given area. This would in
clude problems as well as vocabulary and
concepts. The student would then be given
an orientation concerning the methods
For example,
available for learning.
audio or video tapes of his own professor,
or professors; special lecture demonstra
tions , films, film strips, etc. He would
be told that the area is divided into a
number of segments and that he would be
expected to submit himself for segment
examinations at regular intervals. There
would be a time assigned for him and
everyone in this area to meet with faculty
and assistants if they so desire. At this
time they could receive help directly, or
make use of the various available aids.
Other times would be made available, too.
An advantage of this setup is that the
moment a new device or system for teach
ing any aspect of the area is developed,
it can be incorporated into the system
without a major syllabus change.

Organization - A possible organization
chart as applied to engineering is presen
ted on the following page without comment.
Progress Towards a Bachelor Degree in
Engineering
Let us examine the areas of an engineering
education at the undergraduate level. An
'estimate of the equivalent semester hours
is included with the prerequisites in Table
I.
I cannot at this stage of the study de
scribe all areas in detail. In the Engi
neering Skills Area students might be
given a choice, depending on background
and interest among computer programming,
drafting, communication, shop skills,

When the student successfully passes a
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Organization Chart,
Dean
Director
Special Projects

Common
Facilities
Academic

Director
Academic
Areas

Basic Enjrineering

Director
Planning
Education Research
Evaluation
Engineering
Skills

Advanced Areas
and Related Research

Intermediate
Areas
(Present Undergraduate)

so that students could work together if
they find that this is a helpful way to
make progress.

segment of the area, he proceeds to the
next segment until he is ready for his
final examination within the area. If the
student fails to pass the segment, he
receives a diagnostic, which could result
in his trying another method for study, or
a simple statement that he had not studied
adequately, or at all. If too many of
this latter type of diagnostics come to
the attention of the student's main ad
viser, the student would be asked to drop
out of school until he is ready to return.

You can see, then, that the basic system
as visualized here, places an emphasis
on providing many methods for learning,
gives the student a choice of methods,
and avoids the problem of peer holdup;
that is, every student can move forward
at his own rate of speed and take advan
tage of all methods of learning.
Basic Engineering Sciences - Area

It would be hoped that every several seg
ments a discussion segment, aimed at rele
vance, would be incorporated into the sys
tem.

In all areas we should plan (1) clearly
defined academic objectives (2) student
guides regarding admission, objectives,
use of facilities, learning tools, per
sonal help, examinations, and other
necessary items (3) description of re
quired faculty background, responsibili
ties (M-) facilities and procedures for
operations C5) budget analysis (6) evalu
ation.

The moment the student completes an area,
he can proceed immediately into the next •
area. This is another advantage of this :
type of system. One could progress at
his own rate of speed; thus, the student
who can organize himself well and is
smart, might conceivably complete what had
been a two-year norm in eight and one-half
months. Or, a student who would need a
little more time might complete what is
normally a two-year norm in two years and
four months. Some students may wish to
spend more time in a given area simply be
cause they are interested. The final
grade for each student in each area might
be satisfactory or excellent. It really
is not important in this system that a stu
dent attempted and failed at some time dur
ing his progress through a given area. In
order to take full advantage of all meth
ods of learning, lists of students word
ing on common segments would be available

The combination of basic mechanics,
thermal sciences, and electrical sciences
can do what we do now but hopefully pro
vide a cohesiveness by means of examples
where all three divisions are present in
some relevant problems. Properly some
segments of this area could include labo
ratory, demonstrations, and discussions
concerned with practice.
This would be equivalent to 15 or 18
hours in our present system. The opera
ting costs of this area are divided into
the following categories (Table II):
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TABLE I
Appropriate Areas of Study - Engineering
TITLE

AREA
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
b.
7.
8.
9.

EQUIVALENT
SEMESTER HOURS

PREREQUISITE

9
15
15
12
18
15
12
15

High School
High School
High School
High School
Areas 3, 4
Area 2
Area 3
Area 5

15

Appropriate Prerequisite

Engineering Skills
Basic Humanities
Basic Mathematics
Basic Sciences
Basic Engineering Science
Humanities Intermediate
Intermediate Mathematics
Intermediate Engineering
(Field of Choice
Elective-Intermediate Engineering
In another field than Area 8, inter
mediate science, intermediate or
advanced mathematics, business area,
or other with approval

126

Total
TABLE II

POSSIBLE OPERATING COSTS IN SELECTED AREA (15 HOURS)
(500 students handled per 12 month year)
(An "average" of input and output)
SALARIES:
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

$ 40,000

Director and Assistant
Faculty Salaries
(Three half time staff up to
500 students, then about the
same for each additional 500)
Student Assistants @ $4,000
Non Professional Employees (a) $10,000
Faculty Development (20% of 1 and 2)

30,000
32,000
20,000
14,000
$136,000

TOTAL SALARIES
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Overhead (50% Salaries)
Educational Supplies
Other Supplies
Travel
Information Services (.Computer, refurbishing,
special devices)

68,000
7,500
3,750
2,750
35,000
$117,000

TOTAL NON SALARY COSTS

$253,000

TOTAL COSTS
Cost per student

$506

Cost per Student Semester Hour

$ 34
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Equivalent
Equivalent
Equivalent
Equivalent

Table III shows some costs for areas en
compassing 6 9 15 5 and 21 semester hour
units for average enrollments of 50 to
1050 students, assuming basic costs are
constant up to 250 students and basic com
ponents of educational costs are the same
regardless of size of unit (equivalent
semester hours). The assumed scaling was
included in a program so that analysis of
effects of variables could be studied.
For example a 20% change in costs of non
salary items would affect the total costs
of a 15 semester hour 750 student unit by
41 where a 20% change in cost of salaries
affects the total by about 15%. It is
also possible to project trends from a
given base year. Other cost evaluations
such as student semester hours per full
time faculty member arid total costs per
student are shown.
JMPLEHENTATIOK-1
If
hopes to implement a system change
as described above, there are many pro
blems for both the transition in a mechani
cal sense» and problems with establishing
the team work necessary to make the system
work. Let us consider a list of Implemen
tation problems. These problems commence
after an administrative decision has been
in regard to the selection of areas,
or schools,, for trial. The administrative
decisions provide the means for establishdetailed plans for the change-over,
or in the case of a new school, plans for
start-up*
of the problems of the
would include:
1*

Selection

2*

Preparation of facilities, learning
al s >
n I s 1: r a 11 on,

3*

Presentation of Ideas to affected
(students, faculty5 and admin
istrators *)

%»

of cost analyses
operation,

S»

of

6.

plans

for evaluation*

7.

required for change,

to
Specifically
as

vould be

ACTIVITIES IN EDUCATION
None of the components of this proposed
system are new. There is much activity
today by people with varied backgrounds
who are concerned with learning and teach
ing. Their areas of concentrations can be
divided into several categories (this is
oversimplified):
(1) Application of devices (old and new)
to specific subjects (2) - (6)
(a) computer aided education
Ob) programmed learning
Oc) audio and video aides
(1) movies
(2) slides
03) projectors
(N-) video tapes
(5) audio tapes
others
(d) text books still offer the most
economical method for presenting
information. Better methods for
use and development of texts are
needed,
(2) Special experiments In educational
methods (7) - (21)
Oa) Self paced courses
Cb) ungraded schools
Oc) non structured systems
Od) many others

of administration, etc,

All
tant

logical

recruiting of personnel,

accompanying lecture notes and exercises.
These can be prepared professionally (pub
lication quality) at approximately $10,000
per three hour course (my estimate, based
on a course I have prepared of this type)
or at about one fourth the cost to simply
tape lectures, presented by the teacher,
of a course where pictures are taken of
the board (or pad for TV lectures) and
are combined with sample exercises and
examinations furnished by the instructor.
While this latter approach may not be the
best it would allow a transition within
about one year in a given school. There
are several other ways in which the re
placement of the lecture represents a
trade off in quality and cost. It is easy
to see that the transition for a school
system would represent some significant
investments that have to be carefully de
signed but this is no different than other
capital investments. If successful there
would be both a quality and economic pay
out .

listed
impor
important* in order to
in a shortis item 2.
place of
techno
In
be
Into the
for
a

(3) The Study of

(1), C22) - (32) -

Selected material which exemplifies these
categories
Included In
References,
This particular
the study of

with
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*

be classified

TABLE III
AREA EDUCATIONAL COST FACTORS
U - Equivalent number semester hours

A - Number students/year in unit

T
Zl
Z2
Z5
Z6
Z3
Z4

-

Total annual cost ($)
Total cost per student semester hour (SSH)
Total salary cost (.$ per SSH)
Total non salary costs ($ per SSH)
Total overhead costs ($/SSH)
Educational Salary and Development ($/SSH)
Costs - Non Salary Items and Non Professional
Salary ($/SSH)
D - Costs per student
SSH per full-time faculty
Zl

Z2

Z5

Z6

Z3

Z4

D

50
150
250
350
450
550
650
750
850
950
1050

210249
210249
210249
227349
'244449
267024
295074
323124
351174
379224
408774

700
233
140
108
90
80
75
71
68
66
64

399
133
79
60
49
43
40
37
35
34
33

100
33
20
17
16
16
15
15
14
14
14

199
66
39
30
24
21
20
18
17
17
16

333
111
66
50
41
37
34
33
32
31
30

167
55
33
27
24
22
20
19
18
18
17

4204
1401
840
649
543
485
453
430
413
399
389

85
257
423
600
771
904
987
1058
1120
1175
1223

U = 15

50
150
250
350
450
550
650
750
850
950
1050

210249
210249
210249
227349
244449
267024
295074
323124
351174
379224
408774

280
93
56
43
36
32
30
28
27
26
25

159
53
31
24
19
17
16
15
14
13
13

40
13
8
7
6
6
6
6
5
5
5

79
26
15
12
9
8
8
7
7
6
6

133
44
26
20
16
14
13
13
12
12
12

67
22
13
10
9
8
8
7
7
7
7

4204
140]
840
649
543
485
453
430
413
399
389

214
642
1071
1500
1928
2260
2468
2647
2802
2938
3058

U = 21

50
150
250
350
450
550
650
750
850
950
1050

210249
210249
210249
227349
244449
267024
295074
323124
351174
379224
408774

200
66
40
30
25
23
21
20
19
19
18

114
38
22
17
14
12
11
10
10
9
9

28
9
5
5
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

57
19
11
8
7
6
5
5
5
4
4

95
31
19
14
11
10
9
9
9
8
8

47
15
9
7
6
6
5
5
5
5
5

4204
1401
840
649
543
485
453
430
413
399
389

300
900
1500
2100
2700
3164
3455
3705
3923
4113
4281

U = 6
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(9) "Where Failures Make the Grade: Two
Schools for Dropouts," Carnegie Quarterly,
16:1, Fall 1968.

CONCLUSION
In this paper the proposal of a flexible
system of education has been placed be
fore- you in order to convince you that we
can overcome the crisis in which we find
ourselves *

(10) Green, Ben A., Jr., "A Self Paced
Course in Freshman Physics," From a Talk
prepared for the Education Research Center
Colloquim, April 24, 1969, M.I.T., Educa
tion Research Center, 1969.

The radical changes called for, could be
achieved in a relatively short time (e.g.
the 70 f s) if we can recognize the urgency
for change and HELP WITH~"THE ACTION.

(11) King, John G., and Parlett, Malcolm
R., "Concentrated Study: A Restructuring
of Student and Teacher Time and Effort,"
M.I.T., Education Research Center, 1969.
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visions may be aggravated** ****
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••. A Queens College
of student, faculty

proposed a series
representatives
academic and, administrative
smooth the way for opem
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APPENDIX: Samples of Written Expressions
Concerning Education Crises:
(1) COSTS - DISORDER ———
New York Times, February 15, 1970
(E-13)
"---Public Disappointment: There appear
to be a number of reasons why hardpressed real estate and income tax payers
believe the rising cost of higher education
is a major part of their burden. Student
disorders—for which the campus at Berke
ley is almost a symbol--coming on top of
the tax burden have spread the notion that
students themselves should pay for the full
cost of their education. If students have
to work to pay tuition, many Californians
seem to believe, they won f t have time to
smoke pot, make love or demonstrate. Above
all, however, sensitive observers in Cali
fornia sense a certain public disappoint
ment with the very idea of the university
and of higher education itself.,...."
(2) COSTS - PAROCHIAL SCHOOL SUPPORT ———
New York Times, February 15, 1970
(E-9)
"---In arguing the case for increased
public support, the spokesmen for the
parochial schools (and, incidentally, for
some 75,000 children in Jewish day schools
along with some Protestant denominational
schools) say that they are providing edu
cation under the law that calls for uni-
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—— flteomeek,
C if) UNSTRUCTURED
February 23, 1970„ p, 65*
11 . . , Siumnerhill I:tt Itlhaca
There Is no principal. Pmpils meed met:
attend class* There are few desk
no neatly stacked textbooks. 1'fcie,
ItiBiiial,
dren learn, photography
duction, paint prehistoric vil
:f:rio:il,:i,C!: ill
play chess, nurse gerObils
the. halls. But this Is not: jpiisf:
un convent ional and!, expems :i:wc
academy. It is East Hill
School" in Ithaca, •'„¥.»
the most innovative If.Si.
ever supported by taxpayers..
C 5) INTEGRATIOM —•February 23 „

f! . . .Julius HobsonL,
b lac k mi lit ant: * Ou
Is a complete failure* * .,/
Is no longer an Isswe &f inace "Ittstiit: ©>ff"
class,, the middle class
w Ith the Fede;ra,.l
by *.. the schools iiti
deteriorated to a poiiftlt alBwastt beyojamd irewcf"
pair ^-if I could aif'fo'P'il. i,."!:,,, i; t|! <i!,
own children to a pFi^aite scitooll.*.,«.'"!
'have" an opinion 1 hesitate to woice w be
cause it's too close to George Wallace»
but I think I,t: t s time we t^ied to
the schools good where they are*., *

Integration kick Is a dead issue, f ...
ir .,,Here (In a tone of anguish) is Rich
ardson Dilworth, liberal Democrat, former
mayor of Philadelphia, and president of
that city's Board'of Education:
'I've
never seen the cities in such terrible
shape ... people don't listen, they just
scream at us, and a lot of the whites are
worse than Georgia rednecks. But I just
don ! t think you can give up on Integra
tion. If you do, the cities are lost.*
"...Also last week, Sen. Abraham Riblcoff
of Connecticut, one of the shrewdest and
most perceptive politicians on Capitol
Hill, rose to brand the North "guilty of
monumental, hypocrisy'1 on the race Issue.
In the colloquy that followed, Ribicoff
gave this chilling description of the
American school system:
'When we have a school system ready to
blow up across the nation, when teachers
have to be escorted to school by police,
and. when students are fighting one another
In the schools and classrooms, we have a
civilization in disintegration.*
The Implication Is clear—that integra
tion threatens disintegration. But If
Integration Is a failure, what is to be
done?., , !l
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